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April 15, 2013, 3:33 pm -- /EPR NETWORK/ -- Laundry 365 were set
up to supply all sorts of commercial laundry equipment by a group of
dedicated service people with years of experience in the trade with the
added advantage that the service element was supplied 365 days a
year. The company has been very successful in its approach and have
realised that they have years of experience supplying not only the
commercial laundry business but also the service industry as a whole,
where that service industry supplies services to people in bulk. To this
end Laundry 365 now supply commercial warewashers, which can
clean bulk loads of crockery and glasses efficiently and with a high
quality finish.
Laundry 365 is pleased to promote the Fagor range
of warewashers and in particular the Fagor AD12BBT warewasher
which is a pass-through warewasher meaning that the crockery or
glasses are placed into a basket ready for washing. The baskets are
then placed in the Fagor AD12BBT warewasher at bench height and
are removed at bench height when finished. This means that there is
no bending and lifting other than a straight transfer of the baskets and
their loaded contents into the warewasher. This reduces any lifting
problems that are caused by under counter warewashers and it also
speeds up the process. Laundry 365 notes that the Fagor AD12BBT
warewasher will efficiently clean some 1,200 dishes per hour ready for
re-use. This reduces the amount of crockery and or glasses that are
required for the commercial operation of the unit and returns those
used back into operation in a very short time. This is ideal for bulk
crockery or glass usage operations such as large restaurants,

canteens, schools and hospitals and also cruise ship operations as well
as large industrial type food processors.
The Fagor AD12BBT warewasher is a very simple piece of equipment
to use being limited to just three working programmes, which are
quite sufficient for virtually any normal operation. The typical working
programmes take just 90 seconds or 180 seconds, which takes care of
both the fast speed operation for the normal items and a slower more
determined cycle which deals with the more difficult cleaning
problems. The water temperature is typically 60 degrees C with a rinse
cycle temperature of 90 degrees C, which will leave the dishes ready
to dry quickly and efficiently. The wares cleaned are ready for putting
away into the storage cupboards or can be returned straight into the
system for instant reuse if that is required.
Laundry 365 is pleased to note that the unit is made of stainless steel
and that all Fagor units come with a great reputation of strength and
reliability from many years extensive usage in the industry. The Fagor
AD12BBT warewasher has low running costs and is a real workhorse in
the kitchen or factory and will delight the user. Laundry 365 will be
delighted to advise anybody on the best piece of equipment for their
own operation as this comes as part and parcel of the sale.
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